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ABSTRACT

Dunlap E. C.C.L. Tang and C. K. Wang. 2004. Comparison of model surface currents and
drifter data from the Grand Banks. Can. Tech. Rep. Hydrog. Ocean Sci. o. 236: vi + 28 pp.

Data from four surface drifters deployed on the Grand Banks in October- 0 ember 2002 by
Canadian Coast Guard were proces ed and analyzed to obtain surface currents. The velocity
time series and drifter trajectories were simulated using the Princeton Ocean odel (pOM),
the Stokes drift computed from an empirical equation, and a simple empirical model for
surface current. A comparison of the model results with data indicates that the best simulation
is obtained from POM with the Stokes drift correction. Sources of errors and improvements of
the models are discussed. Recommendations for further studies are gi en.

RESUME

Dunlap E., C.C.L. Tang and C. K. Wang. 2004. Comparison of model surface currents and
drifter data from the Grand Banks. Can. Tech. Rep. Hydrog. Ocean Sci., o. 236: i + 28pp.

On a traite et analyse des donnees provenant de quatre deriveurs de surface mouilles sur les
Grands Bancs en octobre-novembre 2002 par la Garde cotiere canadienne pour connaitre les
courants de surface. La serie chronologique sur la vitesse des courants et les trajectoires des
deriveurs ont ete simulees aI aide du modele Princeton Ocean (pO de la derive de Stokes
calcul6e d'apres une equation empirique et d un modele empirique simple de courants de
surface. n ressort d'une comparai on des resultats que la meilleure imulation est celle
obtenue aI aide du PO apres correction d apres la deri e de Stockes. Le present document
traite des sources d erreur et des ameliorations des modeles. n contient aussi des
recommandations pour de plus amples etudes.

vi



1.0 TROD CTIO

Marine search-and-rescue (SAR) operations require reliable information on surface currents.
They are important for the detennination of search area in SAR planning. A primary planning
tool used by Canadian Coast Guard is C SARP (Canadian Search and Rescue Planning) a
computer software package to establish the drift of SAR targets. For most offshore areas
C SARP utilizes archived ocean current observations to predict surface current. The grid
spacing for such regions varies from 10 to 36 kilometers. In coastal and inshore areas,
C SARP utilizes tidal models, some of which are coupled to observed winds and variable river
flows. The resolution of tidal grids is much finer and varies from 1.6 to 21.3 km.

Archi ed data represent mean current a eraged 0 er a long periods from day to months. The e
long-term a erage do not necessarily describe accurately the actual current condition in a SAR
situation. Current ill typically be significantly different from the mean current due to ind
forcing tides and other factors.

In C SARP, the wind response of the surface current in offshore areas is calculated by one of
two ways. The first and fastest method is to u e an empirical relation hip hich sets the urface
current to 3.3~ of the ind speed and 20° to the right of the wind direction. The wind used by
C SARP are the Canadian eteorologjcal Center (C C) operational 48 hour forecast inds at
6 hourly ynoptic time. Alternatively the current value based upon an on-scene observation
e.g. from drifting marker buoys (DB's) specially deployed for the purpose, or from other
reliable sources can be input to C SARP.

Real time and near real time data would greatly enhance C SARP s ability to accurately
predict the drift of earch ubjects. The objective of thi project is to pro ide and test a ne
surface current data set for the input to C SARP. The surface currents are produced by the
BIO Ice-Ocean Forecasting System. The area where the data will be used, the Grand Banks of

ewfoundland is an important marine zone of the east coast with oil production and fishing.

The BIO Ice-Ocean Forecasting System i an automated system de eloped by scientists at
Bedford Institute of Oceanography/ DFO (http://www.mar.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/science/ocean
/icemodel/ice_ocean_foreca t.html). It generate one and to-day forecasts of surface current
and other ocean ariables for the Grand Banks e ery day using ad anced computer models.

The BIO system executes a coupled ice-ocean model and a wa e mode. The models co er the
Grand Banks ewfoundland and Labrador shelf regions and the Labrador Sea. Tidal constants
from a Grand Banks tide model are used to compute tidal currents and sea level, which are then
added to the output from the coupled ice-ocean model to obtain the total surface currents on the
Grand Banks. The technical detail are gi en at the above BIO website. odel impro ements
are being carried out at BIO on an ongoing basis and there are plans to extend the surface
currents forecast to other areas in the future.

The objective of this report is to evaluate the accuracy of the BIO forecast surface currents using
data collected by four surface drifters deployed 0 er the Grand Banks by Canadian Coast Guard
College in October 2002.

1



Thi study suggests that the effects of waves should be considered in surface current forecasts.
In the presence of waves there is an additional contribution to surface current (the Stokes drift) in
the direction of wave propagation, which is not considered in traditional ocean models. The
results of BID model that includes Stokes drift have been shown to give better predications than
those using an empirical ocean current model based on wind speed and direction only.

This report is organized as follows:

• Observational data and their processing are described in Section 2

• Ocean forecast data are described in Section 3

• The results of ocean forecast validation are presented in Section 4

• A discussion of the model results are given in Section 5

• Conclusions and the recommendations for future work are given in Section 6

2



2.0 OB ER TIO ALD T

2.1 Data description

For the purpose of this study, four surface drifters were deployed by Canadian Coast Guard
College at Grand Banks during 7-9 October 2002. These were Self Locating Datum arker
Buoy (SLDMB) in "Person in Water" mode (i.e. minimal leeway) manufactured by Seimac
(http://www.seimac.coml).

The SLDMB is a tool used in marine rescue operations. The buoy is an air launchable, self
contained marker buoy. It is designed to drift with wind and current in one of two pre-selected
configurations.: (1) Per on in ater (PIW) and (2) Liferaft. In the PIW mode, the buoy is
designed to drift like a person in a survival suit. The buoy, upon entering the water, deploys both
a floatation bag unit and a surface drogue. In the Liferaft Configuration mode the buoy drifts like
a four-man liferaft similar to the PIW mode but without the drogue system. In either
configuration a float unit is deployed which contains an automatic inflation device, batteries, a
satellite transmitter, a GPS na igation system, and a water temperature sensor. The SLDMB unit
has an operational life of 5 days. At the end of life, a scuttling device causes the float bag to
deflate, sinking the unit. During this experiment the SLDMB drifters were transmitting for a
period of time exceeding their operational lifetime and lasted from 11 to 48 days.

Data were transmitted via satellite at a rate of 3-4 fixes per hour. Drifter trajectories within the
Grand Banks are shown in Figure 1. The GPS location accuracy is ± 100m.
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Figure 1 SLDMB drifter trajectorie

The drifters ere ithin the 2000-m isobath of the Grand Banks from 7 to 1 October 2002.
Data outside Grand Bank were not u ed. Buoys ere released in four locations cho en to
pro ide good co erage of the area.

Drifter buoy 17304 was launched in the northern part of the Grand Banks (approximately on the
200 m isobath) and moved southeastward approximately 108 lan. Drifter 17305 was launched
farther outh and moved outheastward along the 100-m isobath for about 6 days before turning
south. The distance between trajectory end points is approximately 99 lan. Drifter buoy 17306
was deployed farther east and followed the Labrador Current for about 314 lan. The last buoy
17307 as released in the centre of the shelf moved southeastward about 167 km and remained
in almost constant water depth of -70 m.

The ocean depth (from a bathymetry data base) along the drifter tracks is hown in Figure 2.
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3.0 ICE-OCE FORECAS ODEL

3.1 odel description

The BID ocean forecasting system - Ice-Ocean Forecasts for the East Coast of Canada
(http://www.mar.dfo-moo.gc.ca/science/oceanJicemodeUice ocean forecast.html) produces 2
day forecasts of surface currents, waves, water levels and ice cover for eastern Canadian
seaboard. The model used for ice-ocean forecasts is a coupled sea-ice model and Princeton
Ocean Model (Yao et aI., 2000).

Princeton Ocean Model (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987; Mellor, 1996) is a primitive equations,
sigma coordinate model. It contains an imbedded second moment turbulence closure sub-model
to pro ide ertical mixing coefficients ellor and Yamada 1982).

The forcings are six hourly surface winds, air temperature, dew point temperature, and cloud
cover. On the open boundaries, temperature salinity, sea surface elevation, volume transport are
fixed for each season.

Forecast currents are generated on a (115 0 long x 1I6°lat) grid and at 16 variable sigma levels in
the vertical. The Labrador model domain includes the Grand Banks, .E. ewfoundland Shelf,
Labrador Shelf and Labrador Sea. The internal model grid has Ion X lat)=(130 X 156) grid
points with the bottom left node located at (66W, 40

Tidal currents and sea levels for Grand Banks are computed separately for five principal
constituents, 2, S2, 2, K1 and 0 1 (Han, 2000). The Grand Banks subdomain has Ion x

laJ=(40 x 42) grid points with the bottom left node located at (55W, 42

The Labrador model domain and topography are sho n in Figure 5 (left panel), in which the
Grand Banks subdomain is indicated. All the results presented here are for the Grand Banks sub
domain, covering the area of (560 to 470 W) x (420 to 490

• The sigma levels and the
location of the current velocities on the vertical grid are shown in Figure 5 (right panel).
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valid approximation for studies where the ocean surface effects are not the central interest. Perrie
et ale (2003) shows that the wave-modified currents can exceed the standard Ekman current by
40% in rapidly developing intense storms. A large part of this increase in current velocity is due
to the Stokes drift, which is the net displacement of surface water due to the orbital motion and
nonlinear dynamics of surface waves.

The Stoke's drift can be parameterized by wind speed and fetch L as follows (Wu, 1983):

Ii. =0.0186 (g. L· W;02 j-03 wlO

where:

Ii. is the empirical wave induced urface current velocity

wlO is the wind velocity 10 m abo e the ocean surface

L is the fetch length

The Stokes drift is not sensitive to L. The drift velocity increases from 2% of wind speed for L =
100 m to 2.5% for = 100 km. We use a constant value of L = 10 km.

In order to show the effect of wave induced corrections, two cases are selected. In the flfSt case
(Figure 7) all drifters (indicated in red) are located within the model domain and winds are in the
eastward direction with the maximum wind speed of 13.3 m S-I. In the second case (Figure 8)
winds are stronger than in first case, with the maximum wind speed of 22.2 m S-1 and the effect
of the Stokes drift is very clearly visible. Only 2 drifters remained in the model domain at this
time.

The green dots marked on the trajectories indicate the locations at the beginning of the forecast
(TOO) while the black dots show the trajectory point after 24 hours (T24). For clarity of the plots
the trajectories are plotted every two grid points.

Wind fields corresponding to Figures 7 and 8 are given in Figure 9. Only the TOO and T24 hour
winds, that correspond to green and black dots shown on the drifter trajectories, are plotted.
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4.0 OCE FORCAST ALIDATIO RESULTS

In this section forecast model results, with and without the Stokes drift, are compared with drifter
observation and with predictions from a simple empirical model (3% of wind speed and turning
angle 30°).

4.1 Comparison with the empirical model

Trajectories based on POM (including Stokes drift and tidal currents) and the empirical model
are shown in Figure 10. The maximum wind sPeed for 23 October 2002 was 20.35 ms- I

.

As one can see from Figure 10, the empirical model provides a reasonable fust estimate in areas
where the mean current is small (drifter 17307) and gives worse results in the regions of strong
currents (drifter 17306).

In addition, the empirical model trajectories lack the structure corresponding to tidal currents
and inertial oscillations. This is further illustrated in Figure 11, where the forecast and
empirical model trajectories are compared with the observed ones.
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.2 Comparison of time eries

Current elocity component interpolated to drifter locations for the period when all four drifters
were operating are shown in Figures 12 and 13. PO velocity components (that include the
Stoke drift) correlate quite well with the drifter velocity components except few periods when
the model exhibits large inertial oscillations. The empirical model doe not include the tidal or
inertial oscillatory elocity components.
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4.3 Comparison of trajectories

This section aims to quantify the deviation between the drifters and model trajectories. This is
done by comparing the distance along trajectorie and the eparation between the trajectories
after one and two days of forecast, as illustrated in Figure 14 for the entire period when the
drifters were on the Grand Banks.

The catter diagrams of the modeled distances on the observed ones are shown in Figure 15 for
three cases: (1) PO without wa e correction, (2) PO including Stokes drift and (3)
empirical model. The separation between observed and modeled trajectories is indicated with
the error-bar type lines. These line are scaled by the factor of 0.2. Points corresponding to time
lag of one day are plotted in green while data corresponding to time lag of t 0 days are marked
in blue. Thi data et contain 132 points.
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Standard statistics for variable x are as follo s:

1
Mean(x) =- L,=l x;

Std(x)=~~L,)x, _Mean(x»)2 =~Var(x)

Cov(x, y
Corr.Coeff(x y) = ~ () ()

Var x ·Var

1
Cov(x) =-L;=l (x; -Mean(x) , -Mean( ))

SI(x ) = Std(x - y)
Mean(x)

The catter index (Sn i defined as standard de iation di ided by the a erage of observations. In
thi way the mean error has been eliminated. When the variability is great and the observation
mean is low the scatter index becomes large.

The mean and standard de iation of the separation between model and drifter trajectories after
one and t 0 days are summarized in Table 1. The correlation coefficient and scatter index of
the trajectory distances after one and two days are given in Table 2.

dard d ..+Sa e eparatlon mean _ stan eVlatlon

=132 fter 1 da fter 2 da

(km) (km)

PO 14.86 ± 8.39 26.29 ± 14.96

PO including Stokes 12.30 ± 6.22 20.38 ± 11.62
drift

Empirical model 12.22 ± 7.17 21.11±11.71

T bl 1

With the Stokes drift the mean separation is reduced from 15 km to 12 km after one day and from
26 km to 20 km after two days. Empirical model separation re ults are similar to those of the
PO with Stokes drift included.
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elif h°ddffiOC I °a e orre atlon coe lClent an scatter In ex 0 t e trajectory stance

=132 Correlation Coefficient Scatter Index (SO

PO 0.58 0.67

PO including toke s 0.80 0.42
drift

Empirical model 0.62 0.52

T bl 2

For distance with the Stokes drift added to the PO results, the correlation between the
distances along modeled and observed trajectories was increased by 0.22. In comparison to the
empirical model results, the correlation was increased by 0.18. Similarly improvements are
seen in the scatter index. Including Stokes drift in PO reduced the scattering by 0.25 for POM
only and 0.10 for the empirical model.

These results are consistent with the graphical results presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Considering the statistics for distance and separation as a whole (Tables 1 and 2 we conclude
that surface currents generated from PO with the Stokes drift represent a real improvement
over those from POM without the Stokes drift and from the empirial model.

5.0 Discussion

Current profile close to the surface in ocean models is sensitive to the way the eddy viscosity is
specified or calculated. For a depth independent eddy iscosity current elocity decreases
exponentially ith depth. In PO the edd i osity in the top fe meters increase linearl
with depth hich gives rise to a logarithmic profile. This means strictly speaking velocity at
the surface is not defined. In this study, we found that velocities at the first sigma level
(approximately 1% of ater depth) over-predict the surface velocities and averaging of the
velocities in the top 10 m or 30 m would give a better agreement with the observations. The
reduction in current elocity by vertical a eraging corrects for the high elocities very close to
the surface in POM. The depth of averaging can be considered an adjustable parameter of the
model. The root cause of the uncertainty is our poor knowledge of the spatial and temporal
variations of the eddy viscosity. ore efforts are needed to determine the most appropriete value
and form of eddy viscosity. This is currently an area of active re earch. Recently a formulation
to modify the eddy viscosity to account for the effects of wave dissipation was proposed by
Meller (2003), which should be tested using drifter data.

From the comparison of the modeled and observed elocities (Figs. 12 and 13), it is apparent that
the inertial oscillations (period 16.4 hr) produced by the model are too large. Inertial currents are
generated by wind forcing when the wind direction or speed change suddenly (DeYoung and
Tang, 1990). The oscillations last for a short time 3 to 6 days, due to friction. To reduce the
magnitude of the inertial currents enhanced damping in the upper layer is required in POM.
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To include wa e induced currents a simple empirical equation for the Stokes drift, which
requires only winds as input was used in the simulations as a first-order approximation to the
coupled a e-current response in this study. In order to correctly account for the wave effect on
ocean currents, a fully coupled wa e-ocean model is needed. Based on Jenkins theory of the
effect of waves on current velocities in the Ekman layer (Jenkins, 1987), a general fonnulation
that incorporates the wave effects into the ocean model has been proposed by Perrie et al. (2003).
According to this fonnulation, the Stokes drift is calculated from the two-dimensional energy
spectrum of waves. Wind stress is partitioned between wave generation and current generation.
Part of the wave momentum is transferred to the ocean through wave dissipation re ulting in
enhanced surface currents.
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6.0 CO CL SIO S

Conclusions:

TIO S

• The agreement between the modeled and observed trajectories is reasonably good. The model
surface currents include currents computed from PO and wave-induced Stokes drift. The
Stokes drift is most important during high winds.

• The modeled surface current trajectories agree better with drifter data statistically and have
more realistic tructure (tidal currents inertial oscillations) than the results based on an
empirical model.

• The amplitudes of inertial oscillation in the model results exceed the observed values.

• PO's near-surface currents seem to be biased high without ertical a eraging.

• Computation of trajectories may be sensitive to the velocity resolution (i.e. 2 hours in PO
as well as to other factors, e.g. the wind field spatial and temporal resolution. At present six
hourIy forecast winds are used.

Recommendation:

• Further model improvements are needed. These include coupling of wa e and current
dynamics damping of inertial oscillations and improved parameterization of the eddy

iscosity.

• ore drifter data should be acquired for model calibration and alidation, especially data
taken in winter when high wind conditions are more frequent.

• The model domain should be extended to co er a larger area including the Scotian Shelf
Baffin Bay and Gulf of St. Lawrence for a wider application.

• High-resolution wind data should be used.

• Other types of data useful for surface current research such as high-frequency radar data,
which can pro ide continuous time eries of surface velocity in a fixed area should be
investigated.
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